
HOW TO:  HOST A MINI 
Minis typically include 3 - 5 teams and DO NOT include a championship format nor medals.  They simply are a series of 

exhibition games held over a day or two.    If you structure the draw towards a champion, OR want medals, you are running a 

small tournament and need to contact tournaments@barrieroyals.ca 

 

For Minis 
1. Choose a time and gym. 

2. Email Mary Ellen at permits@barrieroyals.ca   to secure your choice of gym & time.  

3. Get commitments from visiting teams. 

4. Email Mary Ellen again to request referees & score keepers. (After you have teams committed) 

5. Contact Greg MacMillan finance@barrieroyals.ca or Mary Ellen if you need a score book (coaches 

usually have a score book). 

6. Assign one team per game to register it as an exhibition game with OBA  (See “Registering Exhibition 

Games with OBA”).  You won’t be able to register the games that you don’t play in. 

7. Have winning teams enter game scores online for OBA. 

8. To enter your game scores use your coach login for Sport Savvy. (Go to basketall.on.ca; click on 

member login.) 

 

 

Paying for your Mini 

Costs for your mini will come out of your budget.  You should ask visiting teams to pay a fee to participate in 

your mini.  The visiting team e-Transfers the fee that you set to barrie.royals3@gmail.com with a note that 

the payments is for your team.  That fee will be deposited to your team budget to offset your costs. 

Typically, teams will not pay any more than $150.00 for a game. 

 

Calculating costs 

Permits Weekends have a minimum 3 hour cost 

Saturday costs about $220.00 (varies) for a 3 hours time slot 

Sundays cost more than Saturdays. 

SCDSB have the least expensive weekend permits. 

 

Referees Costs vary depending on distance travelled to the game.  Referees in the Barrie & 

District Association of Basketball Officials (BDABO) come from all across the county. 

Costs range from $45 - $75 per ref per game  

Count on $120.00 / game as a good estimate. 

 

Minor Officials U10 - U14 require 2 people (clock & sheet).  Count on $30.00 / game. 

U15 - U19 require 3 people (add shot clock).  Count on $45.00 / game. 
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